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The Federal Open Market Commi ee kept
monetary policy unchanged at their mee ng
this week as expected, with the fed funds
target rate in a range of 0.0% to 0.25%. The
Fed also con nues to purchase $80 billion of
Treasuries per month, and $40 billion of
agency mortgage-backed securi es per
month. The vote to keep policy unchanged
was unanimous. The Fed intends to remain
highly accommoda ve un l the labor market
has made a strong recovery and inﬂa on is
sustainably on track to achieve their 2.0% longer-run target. The Fed’s gross domes c
product (GDP) growth forecast for 2021 was revised higher, their unemployment rate
es mate was revised lower, and their inﬂa on expecta ons were revised higher. While
their updated economic forecasts are more op mis c, the majority of Fed policymakers
s ll expect to keep the fed funds rate unchanged through 2023. Fed Chair Powell also
remained quite dovish during his press conference. Although inﬂa on rates are likely to
increase in the coming months (as we cycle through the deﬂa onary impact of the
pandemic last year and as increases in economic ac vity may cause short-term supply
chain disrup ons), the Fed believes the increase is likely to be transient. The Fed intends
to remain on the sidelines and look through any near-term increase in inﬂa on. Fed
Chair Powell emphasized that policymakers will clearly telegraph their outlook for
monetary policy well in advance of any future policy changes. We think the Fed is likely
to start tapering their bond purchases before they raise the fed funds rate, but we do
not expect any changes to monetary policy in 2021.
The ini al market reac on to the Fed’s policy announcement earlier this week was
muted but long-term interest rates have grinded higher in the last few days. The spread
between 2-year and 10-year Treasuries is now roughly 158 basis points, compared to the
historical average (over the past 20 years) of about 135 basis points. While the current
spread between 2-year and 10-year Treasuries exceeds the historical average, it remains
well below the peak spread (during the past 20 years) of about 290 basis points in early
2010 (about 9 months a er the end of the 2008/2009 recession). Looking ahead, we
believe there is room for rates to con nue moving higher this year and for further
modest steepening in the Treasury yield curve.
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